Daytime and Evening Clock: From 0500ET to 0000ET, each hour of Classical 24 includes two 60-second floating cutaways.

Overnight Clock: From 0000ET to 0500ET, each hour of Classical 24 includes one floating cutaway.

CLASSICAL 24 CLOCK RUNDOWN
From 0500 to 0000, each hour of Classical 24 contains the following events:

00:00 - 00:59 Top of the hour billboard.

01:00 - 05:59 Music. Optional cutaway to national and/or local news occurs here. This cutaway is activated using your local automation system.

05:00 - 59:00 Classical music with two floating cutaways. Cutaways are triggered by live stream Content Depot relay three.

59:00 - 59:59 End-of-the-hour Break. This break is 60 seconds in length triggered by relay three. Stations may also customize the duration of this break further as desired.

Note: Because Classical 24 is designed to sound as local as possible, there are no standard outcues given.

Overnight: From 0000ET to 0500ET, each hour of Classical 24 is as above but with only one floating cutaway each hour instead of two.